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SUMMARY.

It

is shown practically and theoretically that a smoothed

version of the bootstrap perfonns well when used to construct confidence
intervals for binomial proportions. Smoothing enables rounding error
to be minimized in a uniform manner. Without smoothing, the size of
rounding error can almost double.

Generalizations to other lattice

distributions are indicated.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this note is to show practically and theoretically
that a certain smoothed version of Efron's (1979, 1982) bootstrap is a
very satisfactory method of constructing confidence intervals for
binomial proportions. A direct bootstrap approach perfo~poorly by comparison.
Generalizations to other lattice distributions will be indicated.
As Beran (1984) points out, the general advantages
and disadvantages of smoothing are not well understood at present.
We suggest that in the case of a lattice distribution, some degree
of smoothing is essential to ensure that coverage probabilities are
close to the levels desired.
Let us briefly discuss the benefits of smoothing.

It was shown

in Hall (1982) that if we seek a one-sided binomial confidence interval
with coverage probability a, we should be content if the true converge
probability is actually
(1.1 )
for a sequence of numbers sn(a) in the interval [-1,1], where

¢

= ~I.

Again, z is the solution of ~(z)=a. The term of order n- i in (1.1)
describes the type of rounding error inherent in sampling from the
binomial distribution.

Singh's (1981) result (1.7), and its proof,

suggest that a certain version of the bootstrap will result in rounding
errors up to

~iae

and its bootstrap

those described by (1.1).

approximati~n

Indeed, if we define
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then the absolute error between F{x} and F{x} can be as large as

(npq)-i~{x)s not just i{npq)-i~{x). This point is made explicit by
Theorem 1 below.

By smoothing we are able to reduce the worst-case

error to its "optimal" size i{npq)-i~(x).
The bootstrap is essentially a first-order correction for skewness.
An alternative skewness correction was suggested by Hall (1982),
and was assessed using criteria similar to those employed here.
As a rules the smoothed bootstrap performs slightly better than Hall's
correction, due we suggest to the fact that the bootstrap approximation
holds uniformly; see our Theorem 2. The improvement is hardly detectable
on the scoring scale in Hall (1982); for example, it follows from Table 1
below that the corrections score identically on that scale when n=10
or 20.

However, a more detailed analysis using a finer grid of p-values

puts the bootstrap ahead.

2.

METHODOLOGY

We begin by stating a result which shows that jumps almost as
large as

~ice

the optimum described by (1.1), can occur using the raw

bootstrap approximation. These jumps occur at any
Xs

nonz~ro

and for arbitrarily large n.

THEOREN 1. Assume O<p<l and p ~ i. For eaah e: > 0 and x ~ 0,
1im sup pr{ IF{x) - F{.x) I > {npq)-i{l-e:)~{x}} > O.
n+ CIO

value of
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A proof is given in Appendix 1. This theorem is close in spirit
to result (1.7) of Singh {19Bl}. However. -Singh's proof depends
crucially on varying the value of x for different N's and n's.

We

stress that x is held fixed in our Theorem 1. at a value such as
1.645 or 1.960. and so the theorem leads to pessimism about the
performance of the raw bootstrap when used to construct confidence
intervals.
To reduce rounding error we suggest interpolating at midpoints
of histogram blocks.

That is. we defineG by

for all integers m and all u E [0.1].

This smoothed bootstrap approximant

effectively halves the maximum rounding error.· In fact for each x.
IG{x} - F{x) I ~ i(npqfi<t>{x} +Op{n- l } .
Therefore G holds more promise than

F as

a device for constructing confidence

intervals.
The function G is continuous and striatZy increasing, from zero to
one, on [-(N+i}(nPIql)-i, (n+i-N}(nPIQl}-i], provided only that PI is
neither 0 nor 1.
Given

•

The probability that Pl=O or 1 is exponentially small.

(O,I), let t a be the solution of G(to:)=o:, and z=z(o:) the
solution of ~(z)=o:. Theorem 2 shows that the order of approximation of

t~

0:£

to the true critical point is best possible. in the sense described

by (1.1).
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THEOREM 2.

As

n... oo ,

unifo:rrmly in a" where sn takes

valu~s

only between -1 and +1.

Appendix 2 contains the proof. A longer proof shows that the
term o{n- t ) is actually O{n- 1).
To construct confidence intervals using Theorem 2, observe that
for any te (_00,00) the event nt(Pl-p)/(pq)t ~ t is equivalent to
nt{Pl-p) ~ f{tIPl)' where
f{tIPl):: [t{n- l t 2 + 4Pl{l-Pl)}t + (2Pl-l)n-tt2]{2(l+c-ft2)}-l.
Thus, the intervals [Pl-nf(taIPl)'oo) and ~oo'Pl-n-tf(tl_aIPl)] both
cover p with probability given by (1.l).
3. APPLICATION
Suppose we observe a value N=nPl from a binomial Bi{n,p)
distribution, and are given a confidence coefficient as (O,l).

Using

binomial tables or otherwise, calculate the integer Mwhich satisfies

,..

Derive t a by interpolating between the value TIl taken by F at
(M+t-nPl)/{nPlql)t, and the value TI2 taken at {M~- nPl)/{nPlql)t. Thus,
t a ={M+t+(a-TIl)(TI2-TIlr1 -nPl}/{nPlCll)t •
The smoothed confidence interval Is:: [P1-n-tf(taIPl) ,00) covers p with
probability approximately a. Using the unsmoothed bootstrap, we would
"-

choose M* such that pr(N 2 ~ M*IP1) is as close as possible to a, then

-G'-

set

..
•

"
,."" i
(M-nPl)/(nPlql) , and finally construct the confidence interval

t~ ==

Iu == [p1-n-if(t~lp1)'ClCl) .
For a given value of p, the probabilities that Is and I u cover p may
be computed exactly, after some tedious algebra, using binomial tables .
They equal values of the binomial cumulative distribution function.

In

the cases n=10 and n=20 and a=0.95, the unsmoothed and smoothed bootstrap
approximations are compared in Table 1 on the basis of how close the
coverage probabilities are to the optimal probability, n.

Here n equals

that probability pr(P1- p ~ uo ) which satisfies
Ipr(PI-P ~ uo ) - 0.951 = inflpr(PI-P ~ u) - 0.951 .
u

we

A tick in the row headed

u(v) means that the unsmoothed interval's

coverage probability equals

n

when n=v.

Likewise for the smoothed

~

interval in the row labeled s(v).
Tabl e 1. Comparison of smoothed and unsmoothed bootstrap aonfidenae
intervaZs.
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4. GENERALIZATION
Interpolation may be used in conjunction with the bootstrap to construct
confidence intervals for the mean of any lattice-valued distribution.
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However, the argument in the last paragraph of Section 2 does not
apply generally. Rather, we should procede as follows.

Given a sample
•

X:: {Xl' ... ,X n} from a lattice distribution with span h taking values
{0 ,±h,±2h, ... } , define -X:: n-1 r Xi and s 2()
X :: n-1 r ( Xi-X_.) 2 • Let

Y::{Yl'H.,V n} be a random sample with the bootstrap distribution: for
1, l<j<n. Using simulation or otherwise,
each i, pr(V.=X·IX)=n,
J
- -

"

compute the distribution function

A

A

Define G1 by interpolating between va~ues of F1 at midpoints of histogram
blocks. Let t a be the solution of G1(ta )=a. If E(Xl)=~' var(X 1)=o2
and E(lXlI6+n)<cofor somen>O, then
(4.1)
uniformly in as(O,I), where sn takes values only between -1 and 1.
Confidence intervals for

~

follow immediately.

Coverage probabilities

are given by an analogue of (1.1).
A proof of (4.1) uses the argument leading to result (22.5) of
Bhattacharya and Rao (1976, p. 231), for the bivariate lattice-valued
.

2

vector (rXi,EX i ).
If we used this technique in the binomial case we would derive the
distribution of n'(P2- P1)!(PZQ2)', rather than that of the statistic
n'(PZ- P1)/(P1 Q
1)' whose distribution function is

F.

However, the

equivalence noted in the last paragraph of Section 2 implies that there
can be no difference between the resulting confidence intervals.
Stimulating discussions with Raymond J. Carroll are gratefully
acknowledged.
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APPENDIX 1.
Let g(x)= [x]-x+i.

"

Proof of Theoroem 1.

An extension of Singh's (1981) proof of

his formula (1.6), and Theorem 6 of Petrov (1974, p. 171), give:

"

The
sequence (npq)ix - [(npq)ix], n>
.
- 1, is dense

in (0,1), and so

for each e: > 0 there exists an infinite sequence n
[{nkpq)tx] e (O,e:) for all k.

such that (nkpq)tx k
This entails g{(nkpq)tx} e (-e:+i,i), and

so Theorem 1 with e: replaced by 3e: will follow if we prove that

Now, (nP1Q1)t = (npq)t + R, where R= (i-p)n t (P1- p)/(pq)t + Open-i).
ni {P1- p)/{pq)t" N{0,1) in distribution.

•

R-[R]

£

{n

P1Q1)i £

k

Therefore the probability that

(1-2e:,1-e:) is bounded away from zero as n" oo •

then since {nkpq)i

Also,

If R-[R] e (l-2€:,1-e:)

(mk,m +€:) for some integer m , we must have
k
k
(m-2€:,m) for some integer m. But this entails g{{n P1Q1)i} e (-i,2e:-i),
k
£

and so we are done.

APPENDIX II.

Proof of Theorem 2.

Let C1'C , ... be positive constants. The proof is in three steps.
2
Step (i). A modification of the proof of Petrov's (1974, p. 171)

•

Theorem 6 shows that on the set E=

peE) 5. c1n- 3/ 4 ,
F(x)

{/PCpl ~

n- i }, which satisfies

we have

~ ~(x) + (npq,-l(1-2p)(1/6)(1-x 2 )cp(x) + c2n- 3/ 4 .

uniformly in x of the form (m+i)/(nP1Q1)i, for integers m.

(A.1)

.8.

Step (ii).

Let 1jI have two continuous derivatives on (.00,00), fix

a> 0, and define 1jI1 by 1inearly interpolating between val ues taken
by 1jI at points (m+i)/a, for integers m.

Then

1~-1jIlll~ a-2111j1.'~II,

where 11"11 is the sup norm. Therefore on E,

•
(A.2)
for aZZ x, using (A.1).
Let x(y) = (1_y2)~(y) and C = C + (pq)-1(11~11I + IIx III) .
4
3
3
3
4
4
Given as I =(2C n- / , 1-2c n- / ), let B= a- c n- 3/ 4 , u= z(B) and
4
4
4
2
i
v= u-(npqf (l-2p).'1/6)(1-u ). For n~no say,

Step (iii).

¢(v) + (npq)-i(1-2p)(1/6)(1-v 2 )$(V) + c 3n- 3/ 4 ~ a
whenever asl.

'"
Therefore by (A.2), G(v)~.a,
implying that ta~ v and

7T(a) = Pdn i (P1- p )/(pq)'

~ tal

~pr{ni(p1-p)/(pq)'~ v} -

•

peE).

Edgeworth-expand pr{n i (P1- p)/(pq)i ~ v} using Petrevls (1974, p. 171)
Theorem 6, and then Taylor-expand functions of v about u, to obtain:

uniformly in as I, where Snj takes values only in [-1,1~. Likewise,
7T(a) ~a + Hnpq)-tsn2(a)~{z(a)} + c n- 3/ 4 , whence 7T(a) =a +

s

Hnpqrisn3(a)$(z) + o(n- i ) uniformly in as 1.

Monotonicity of 7T

allows this identity to be extended to all as (0,1).

•
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